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When T took your. J 
the avsacsination of Pres sident. Kennedy,» Tr 
and brousht them in to thd laboratory , SO ‘that sond them to you for your own: use-and so that 
to Dr. Josiah ‘Thompson. — 

the first. chart sh 
AXLS Of Kir. Zapruder! ‘s camera, ion, of ‘frame number, i down in Vive separate | graphs. ML make . a few comments on notations Marks on the chart. ¢ First of, all. you. will: Seé that the three main tr of acecleration impulse last: for almost exactly one second each. ‘In oé tion to the three one- “second long: trains on. the first, second and Lifts lines, there is the Shorter: and less intense train starting about 290 that I explained tO. my own-: ‘satisfaction, and) told you about an my last. letter » i + -On the middle line, there ar two: pulses | thatiare; just. ‘out of the noise’, By this I mean that ‘there were two. photographs where I thought ‘that points were slightly. spread out, .and,.T listed these: ds. minimum signals. . These | bo are responsible for uthe two little. indications of, a back and forth -ac-' an . ° celeration of the line, of Sight. . XI ‘would Vike. to stress that. ‘the data ": that I show is, ali original, Taw data, and I never “did anything: to smooth “out any data, or go back. and : ‘remove points that I thought had. significance on the first, ‘survey. Therefore. the two ‘noise ‘pulses on the midale Line are just at the minimum detectable limit, -and,.since there is always noise in any measurement, I don't ‘think - they nave to be treated seriously. ) I 

“could duplicate ev them and 
oOu..could send one of tric 

oo 
ce 

a am sorry that I do not have ‘the first 170 frames available, but as i said. ae in my. letter, Dr. Wyckoff ‘did'measure these, and found that there were no. appreciable acceleration pulses, although there were of course streaks due Bea _ te a high angular velocity. ofthe camera during Mr. Zapruder's enthis astic fe eae ht panning. (Subtraction of. the streak length in neighboring franes gives a tee differences 100 small to measure, ) 

oe : On “the right- hand coluii, it says "camera turns ewld", which is - physies shorthand for clockwise looking 4 down. Which means that the initial ioe motion of Mr. Zapruder!s camera was such as to move the optical axis of "his camera suddenly towards the right, and then back to the left. ° This So notion occurred in frame 313, and is of the proper sign to be caus ed by ee pond ‘the shock wave from the bullet, which passed very close to the camera on a 
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Mav. Canruder! 8 neuromuscular’ reaction. 
seen Vory sbrengly inethe. ne 
the Paired reaction was "OCCO.S 
Camcra ibseli. ‘itis “s Same, pre 
Q supersende 2irplane | 

adn bo pases 

be caune this direct | intorgction. 

The two ‘cirles . 
ac to when the shot was fired about ys of ‘a. ‘second before 
neuromuscular system went into os scillations. ‘There is’ much in 
that says that the response. time of the human. neuromuscular Sy 
of a second, and therefore » it’s eems reasonabl that the firs 
come about a third of a se scond after the syste had. been stim 
will note that the pulses. are about: one third of a se econd apaz 
reason, my best guess as to the ‘tines } 
l77, el’, and of course 315 

2 Shird | bon is 8. 

itil this very 
quotes 

(Letime 0 5 5 
Mr. Wyckoff o0 | 

anes than my best messést, 
remind you again ‘that the: resebn T asked CBS ¢¢ get someone like: to do the job, was so that.7 ‘wouldn't, be spending | the rest of my Life writing. i ~ letters explaining why, I thought it. was. one frame number while omebody else ', thought it was another. T still like the numbers . I selected iy etter than. the ones Dr, Wyekort did, but Please - let. 

ae : ‘the ‘Warren commission, according, to, ‘the ‘notation I made .on the a chart, said that, the ‘shot that, they could identify came somewhere in the oy co range of frames 206 to. 225. iAs far as I can tell this came largely from fa an examination of Mr.\.Kennedy! ‘s.reaction in putting his hand to-his throat Mg be! i think: it is interesting that. my suggestion that it happened at frame » 2L7 comes almost. halfway between the, “two limits set by the Warren Commission report. | ee a oo oi et 

- Before: ‘tf leave ‘this figure, T- should say that IF veliéve it: ‘eould | be repréduced - “by anyone who took the trouble to xamine and measure the photographs reproduced in volumes that were appended to the Warren Report. J. should .s say that Te started out measuring cach streak with a fine scale and a pair of® ‘dividers, but after T had gone about halfway through the frames, < coneluded that I could do just about as well by looking at the a streaks! and assig gning: them an estimated value between 1 and Dy: together 
of COUFER with: the algebraic. sign saying which way the acceleration moved the camera axis ~ I-mention this only to say that a remeasurement might 
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change Lhe mami tudes :0 
chanse their. signs, nox chant 

tL did the measurements. 2s. wel. 

chansed any lunmbers, and t c 

ments. For this reason,: Toma 
thank that the generat, Eterm 6: 
be changed by further measurem ntse 

to use a microscope, or.a magn ring 
are all half tones, and one 
glass under those Londi tions. 

‘he second ‘figure shows the: (pos of, ‘the car relatav 

background, from frames 260 to ‘340. I was mot. interested to reac 

tails.of the testimony by the: FBI. photo. interpretation expert, who 

that it was absolutely: impossible to, tell ‘where ‘the car was 3 in, 

ments: if you, look at: these. : 

piece or metal or glass. on the prass,’ and. this, reflected “ight. 

camera. As a, result of this, there 3 isa’ 

and measure ‘the position of the car “certainly better than £4 inches, . 

“real ‘space. 

a speed very near to 12. miles ‘Bi our, from. frame 260 to about. fram 

'  & after, that it again went: at ay ery constant speed, ‘but closer to:'8 miles per 

on hour. . All of the points on ‘this. graph ‘are again original Gata, 

7 So . smoothing of, any. sort." The. fact that “the line goes through pr. 

the center of each point indicates the ex treme accuracy of the measurements. 

At an average of about, 10. miles, an hour, tne car moved about 15: fcet per 

second, or close to 1: ‘foot per frame... The very, small scatter of the points 

28 oar will convince you that I knew: exactly where the. car was -during..this, whole. 

oe. 2. period, and that the “sudden | change in’ the velocity. was a real thing, and 

eo _ that it should be - explained in/some way. ORY a 

‘ " sadibion to the ‘two | curves that I show here, I made a number: 

of others, one: of which showed: quite conclusively that the camera was no%.: 

running at. ake frames’ per. second, as Mr. Zapruder was at one time: quotes 

saying. ‘It took: ine ‘several weeks to. ‘find a "clock", that would .le 2t me, make , 

.such.a statement. unequivocally. ° From the point of, view of the hysics ¢ fe) 

othe investigation | Tmade, 1 got more ‘personal - satisfaction outer that ~ 

dis seoyery | than - out of anything’ else, Since it took a good deal. of observa- 

tion: and analytical: experience, to make the deduction. I don't believe 

“that: anyone seriously’ questions the camera. speed any more, sO can 

simply - romain, 3 ‘bit of personally satisfying detective work that Idid 

on that. matter. ae fe 



/to change it. But the thought that: IT! ‘should che 
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: dl Have hu 

that you would thin 
Ghat hr. wyckolt Ca 
only publish’ ‘things © 
hic os chentbirde asset 
Vitor cinatedy: Tan faindir any yor 
they chendd never publish: any’ ew the ve telephoned the poopie they know: who. ar. doing similar Pape vaitente An thi and abroad, to see iff they are: “getting the right. oo tensoly oppored: to this way of, doing science, J that 80. strongly, to your: suggestion. that) I change aething ” sone conviction in my letter?’ (Of course: anyone can make. typog errors, ahd had you pointed, out. such an error 

raphical. 
I would:-have b n happy 
lange my perso alj.con~ clusion because it disagree i with something ‘Mr. absolute ely shocking to me. ) 
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